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ln order to service decoder panels correctly and quickly
certain test-gear must be available, in fact it is false econ-
omy to attempt to manage without it. An oscilloscope
similar to those recommended in Know How No.2 is most
essential. A multi-meter such as Avo Model 8 should
be no problem and if funds will allow a Colour-Bar Gener-
ator, e.g. Philips PM5506 will really speed up the service of
decoder panels and colour television receivers in general.

Without a Colour-Bar Generator you will have to rely en-

tirely on the BBC colour-bar transmission, remembering
that colour-bars also occupy the first four lines of each

f ield during the transmission of Test-Card "F" and can be

displayed separately on an oscilloscope triggered from the
f ield scan.

lf a fault develops in the decoder it invariably gives one of
the fol lowing effects: -

(1) a perfectly good monochrome picture with no
colour at all,

(21 a good monochrome picture but colours very weak
and desaturated,

(3) a good monochrome picture but on turning up
the colour control the colours are either incorrect
and/or appear as coloured stripes across the pic-
tu re.

Sometimes the fault might prove too difficult to rectify in I

the customer's house. ln such cases it is possible to remove
the decoder panel for repair in the workshops and leave the
colour receiver working, giving a perfectly good mono-
chrome picture while the panel is away. lf this is done, all
leads which were unplugged should be left neatly dressed;
it is important that the free end of the gre€n lead which
was removed from socket SK7 is connected to chassis.

TRACING FAULTS

SYMPTOM NO, 1:- Monochrome, but no colour at all.

-,
STEP 1 Tune in colour-bar transmission.

STEP 2 ConnectscopetoTPlSandTPl9; waveform
should be as shown in Figures 1 and 2 res-
pectively.

Fig.1. Colour control at MAX. Test Point 18

0.75 v

Fig.2. Colour control at MAX. Test Point 19

Fis.3. SK6

g-VV =3V
Sync --1 2-'1.4V
Buist =0'45 V
Chroma=0 8v

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

lf no output at TP18 and TP19 connect
scopeto TP20;waveform should be as shown
in Figure 3. lf no signal at this point fault
is likely to be in connectors PL5A and SK6.

lf signal at TP20 is correct the fault is def in-
itely in the decoder.

Check supply voltages at PLSA and PL8B.
lf incorrect check appropriate power sup-
plies.

Measure the DC voltage at TP21. On a col-
our transmission this should be +3 volts
approximately.
The result of this check allows one to place
the fault into one of the two halves of the
decoder, using the decoder circuit diagram
as a guide:-
(a) lf the voltage at TP21 is correct, the f au lt
is to the right of this point on the circuit,
and is associated with the colour control
circuit, or the transistor stages VT20, VT21 .

(b)lf the voltage at TP21 is missing or very
lowthen the fault is to the left of this point
on the circuit diagram, and is associated with
the transistor stages VT 1 2, VT 1 3 , Vf 14,
VT15, VT16, VT17, VT18, VT19 and the
components associated with diode D22
could also be suspect.
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STEP 7
(vr20)

STEP 8
(vr21l

EXAMPLE NO. 1(A).

lf the voltage atTP2l is correct, i.e. +3 volts proceed as
follows:-

STEP 6 Connect the oscilloscope to TP1 1. The volt-
(COLOUR age waveform should be as shown in Figure
coNTRoL) 4; if this signal is missing:-

(alCheck that the DC voltage on the slider
of RV11 (colour control) can be varied be-
tween0+1.25V.
(b)Check the connection in socket SK1 1

(c) Check diodes D23, D24 and the compon-
ents associated with them.

lf the signal at TP1 1 is correct the oscillo-
scope should be connected to VT20 collec-
tor. The voltage waveform should be as

shown in Figure 5. lf this signal is missing:-
(a)Check the base, emitter and collector vol-
tages of VT20. The correct readings are
shown in Table 1,
(b)Check transistor VT20.
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT20.

lf the signal at VT20 collector is correct,
the oscilloscope should be connected to
VT21 collector. The voltage waveform
should be as shown in Figure 6. lf this sig-
nal is missing:-
(a)Check the voltages on VT21 against those
shown in Table 1.
(b)Check transistor VT21.
(c) Check all components and connections
associated with VT21.

TABLE 1 DECODER

CONDITIONS

Fig.5. VT20 Collector
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Fig.4. Test Point 1'l
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0.6v

Fig.6. VT21 Collector

Fig.7. (R-Y) Junction D30/D31

Fig.8. (B-Y) Junction D34/D35

1)

2l

3)

4l

All voltagestaken on AVOMETER Model 8 with res-
pect to chassis.

Normal signal input.

Saturation 6dB down on maximum.

Letters in brackets indicate AVO range, e.g.:-
(a) = 2.5V Range
(b) = 10.0V Range
(c) = 25.0V Range

Supply voltage at PLSA is -20V. and at PL8B is
+15.3V. Both readingsaretaken on AVO 25V range.

5)

STEP 9
(DELAY
LI NE}

lf the signal at VT21 collector is correct,
connect the oscilloscope in turn to the junc-
tions of D30, D31, D34 and D35. The vol-
tage waveforms should be as shown in Fig-
ure 7 and Figure 8 respectively. lf these
signals are missing:-
(a)Check the delay line and the components
and connections associated with it.

STAGE COLLECTOR BASE EMITTER

vT12
VT1 3
VT14
VT15
VT16
VT17
VT18
VT19
VT2O
vT21
vr22
VT23

13.8V
15.0V
15.0V
5.0v

1 1.5V
1 1.5V
13.2V
13.6V
8.8V

12.2V
5,8V
5.8V

c,

cl
cl

cl
cl

cl
cl

cl

b
cl

b
b

0.68V (a)

0.90V (a)

0.06V (a)

0.31V (a)

4.75V (c)

3.38V (b)

1.78V (a)

4.05V (b)

3.1 V (b)

5.3 V (b)

0.39V (c)

0.39V (c)

0
0.35V (a

0.75V (a

0.38V (a

3.75V (c

3.1 V (b

1.81V (a

5.2 V (b

2.48V (b

4.7 V (b

0
0



STEP 1O
(DEMOD-

ULATORS}

lf the input to the demodulators is correct,
check that the sub-carrier is applied to the
demodulators, i.e. remove the yellow plug
from SK6 and:-
(a)Connect the oscilloscope to the junction
of D30, D33 and/or the junction of D31,
D32; the voltage waveform should be as
shown in Figure 9.
(b)Connect the oscilloscope to the junction
of D34, D37 and/or the junction of D35,
D36; the voltage waveform should be as
shown'in Figure 10.

lf these readings are missing check the com-
ponents and connections between the de-
modulators and TP7.

Re-insert the Vellow pluq in SK6.

(blCheck transistor VT1 2.
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT12.

lf the signal at TP2 is correct, connect the
oscilloscope to TP3. The voltage waveform
should be as shown in Figure 12 where it
will be noted that the signal is a combina-
tion of chrominance and gating pulse.

The phasing is such that the reference burst
should be located at the peak of the posi-
tive gating pulse; this is achieved by tuning
L28.

lf the chrominance portion of the signal is
m issing: -
(a)Check VT13 voltage readings against
those in Table 1 .

(blCheck transistor VT1 3.
(c)Check all components and connections
which are associated with VT13.

lf , however, the chrominance signal is pres-
ent at TP3 but the gating pulse is missing:-
(a)Check ihat the gating pulse is present at
socket SK7. (The amplitude should be grea-
ter at this point.
(b)lf the gating pulse is missing at SK7. a

similar check should be made at SK5.
(c) Check L28 and all components and con-
nections associated with it.

lf the composite signal at TP3 is correct and
L28 is correctly tuned, the oscilloscope
should be attached to TP4 where the voltage
waveform should be as shown in Figure 13.
lf this signal is missing:-
(a)Check VT14 voltage readings,

.(b)Check transistor VT1 4,
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT14.

lf the voltage waveform at TP4 is correct,
connect the oscilloscope in turn to each end
of T9 secondary. The voltage waveform
should be as shown in Figure 13; if missing
at one end or both:-
(a) Check T9 and all components connected
to the secondary winding.

This transf ormer has a 1 :1 ratio; the signals
at VT14 collector and each end of T9 sec-
ondary are the same.

EXAMPLE NO. 1(B)

lf the DC voltage at TP21 is missing, i.e. zero volts, proceed
as follows:-

STEP i 1

(vT12)
Having previously established that the signal
at TP20 was correct, the oscilloscope should
be connected 1.ofP2. The voltage waveform
should be as shown in Figure 1 1 . lf th is sig-
nal is missing:-
(a)Check VT12 voltages against those given
in Table 1.

lf all signals and components etc. associated
with T9 are correct the oscilloscope should
now be connected to the base of VTi5
where the voltage waveform should be as

shown in Figure 14. lf this waveform is
m issing:-

Fig.10. Taken with plug removed from SK6 Junction D35/D36

Fig.1 l. Test Point 2

r50Mv 250-300MV

STEP 12
(vr13)

GATING
PU LSE

STEP 13
tvr14)

STEP 14
(APC)

STEP 15
(VT15

,BASE)

Fig.14. f =7.8 kHz VT15 Base

Taken u;ith plug removed from SK6 Junction

Fig.I2. Test Point 3

Fi9,13. Test Point 4. T9 Secondary
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Fig.i5. Test Point 7

(a) Check transformer T1 0,
(b)Check other components and connec-
tions in VT15 base circuit,
(c)Check that the sub-carrier oscillator is

functioning by connecting the oscilloscope
to TP7 where the voltage waveform should
be as shown in Figure 15.

N.B. lf the sub-carrier oscillator has stop-
ped, the APC circuit would not operate cor-
rectly resulting in no 7.8 kc/s waveform at
VT15 base.

Check the sub-carrie_r oscillator by connect-
ing the oscilloscope to the base of VT16
where the voltage waveform should be as

shown in Figure 16. lf this signal is mis-

si ng: -
(a)Check VT16 voltage readings,
(b)Check transistor VT1 6,
(c)Check the crystal and all other compon-
ents and connections associated with this
stage.

lf the signal at the base of VT16 is correct,
but the signal at TP7 is missing:-

(a)Check VT17 voltage readings,
(b)Check transistor VT1 7,
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT17.

Having established that the oscillator isfunc-
tioning correctly and that the voltage wave-
form at the base of VT15 is correct, if there
is still no colour, the oscilloscope should be

attached to TP5 where the voltage wave-
form should be as shown in Figure 17. lf
this waveform is missing:-

Fig.17. t=7.8 kHz Test Point 5

I
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Fig.'18. f=7.8 kHz Test Point 8 & 9

STEP 18
(vT18)

(a)Chec.k VT15 voltage readings,
(b)Check transistor VT1 5,
(c)Check all components and connections
which are associated with this stage.

lf the voltage waveform at TP5 is correct.
then connect the oscilloscope to TP8 where
the voltage waveform should be as shown in
Figure 18. lf this voltage waveform is mis-

sing at this point:- '

(a)Check VT18 voltage readings,
(b)Check transistor VT1 8.
(c)Check L27 andall other components and
connections associated with VT18, includ-
ing a possible short-circuit in diode D19.

lf the signal at TP8 is correct the oscillo-
scope should be connected to TP9 where
the voltage waveform should be as shown
in Figure 18. lf this waveform is missing:-

(alCheck VT19 voltage readings.
(b)Check transistor VT1 9,
(clCheck all other components and connec-
tions associated with VT 1 9.

lf the voltage waveform at TPO is correct,
using Avo Model 8 check that the DC vol-
tage at TP17 and TP21 is +8 volts and +3

volts respectively. lf these DC voltages gre

approximately zero-
(a)Check C122, D22, D21, C123, C124.
(b)Check that the DC voltage at the junctio.n

of R 133, R 134 is +3 volts,
(c) Check all other components and connec-
tions which are associated with diodes D21
and D22.

STEP 19
(vr19l

STEP 20
(COLOUR
KI LLER}

Fiq.16" VT16 Base

f__

STEP 16
(VT16,
VT1 7)

STEP 17
(vr15)

The fault which we have been tracing, i.e. monochrome
pictures but no colour at all should now have been dia-
gnozed and rectified.



SYMPTOIVI NOI 2:- Monochrome good. Coloelrs of
correct hue but desaturated.

Several things can affect the density of the colours in a

coloured picture e.g.

(a) Aerial amplifier lacking bandwidth.
(b) Vision channel lacking bandwidth.
(c) Sub-carrier trap (L15) detuned.

STEP 1 Connect the oscilloscope to TP20. lf the
signal input to the decoder (TP20) is cor-
rectas shown in Figure 19 then the points
mentioned above can be eliminated.

When examininE the signal at TP20 it is
not suff icient iust to measure the peak-to-
peak amplitude of this composite signal.
There must be a correct relationship be-
tween the amplitudes of th'e luminance
and chrominance signals. Make sure that
the signal atIPzO is as follows when tuned
correctly to standard colour-bars: -

(a)Check the voltages on transistor VT12
against those shown in Table 2.
(b)Check transistor VT1 2,
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT12,
{d}Check D15, C105, R105,
(e) Check the adjustment of RV9 (set AGC
control). lf this stage is functioning nor-
mally it should be adjusted on colour-bars
for an output of approximately 250mV
peak-to-peak at TPz, i.e. as shown in Fig-
ure 22.

TAELE 2 DECOilER

CONDITIONS

1) All voltages taken on AVOMETER Model 8 with
respect to chassis.

2l !\ormal signal input.
3) Saturation 6dB down on maximum.
4l Letters in brackets indicate AVO range, e.g.:-

(a) = 2.5V range
(b) = 10.0V ranse
(c) = 25.0V range

5) Supply voltage at PLSA is -20V, and at PL8B is
+15.3V. Both readings are taken on AVO 25V
range.
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STEP 2

STEP 3

i-: ri j 
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SYNC
BU RST

= 1.0 - 1.25 volts,
= 0.4 - 0.5 volts,

CHROMA = 0.8 - 1.0 volts,
BLACK-WHITE = 3.0 volts

It will be noted that the ratio of lumin-
ance/chrominance is approximately 3: 1.

To establish that the fault is in the decoder.
the oscilloscope should be connected to
TP18 and TP19 in turn where the voltage
waveform should be as shown in Figures
20 and 21 respectively. lf these outputs
lack amplitude then the cause of weak col-
ours is due to a fault in the decoder. Pro-
ceed as follows:-

Connect the oscilloscope to TP2; the volt-
age waveform shouid be as shown in Figure
22; if this waveform is low in ampiitude
then : --
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STAGE COLLECTOR BASE EMITTER

vT12
VT1 3
VT14
VT15
VT16
vrfi
VT18
VT19
VT2O
vT21
vr22
VT23

13.8V (c)
15.0V (c)
15.0V (c)
5.0V (c)

11.5V (c)
11.5V (c)
13.2V (c)
13.6V (c)
8.8V (b)

12.2V lcl
5.8V (b)
5.8V tb)

0.68V (a)

0,90V (a)

0.06V (a)

0.31V (a)

4.75V (c)
3.38V (b)
1.78V (a)

4.05V (b)
3.1 V (b)
5.3 V (b)
0.39V (c)
0.39V (c)

0
0,35V
0.75V
0.38V
3.75V
3.1 V
1,81V
5.2 V
2.48V
4.7 V
0
0

{a)
(a)
(a)
(c)

tb)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(b)



STEP 4

STEP 5

STEP 6
(vr21)

lf the voltage waveform at TP2 is correct.
the oscilloscope should be connected to
TP11 where the voltage waveform should
be as shown in Figure 23.

lf this waveform is low in amplitude
then : -
(a)Check that the DC voltage on the slider
of RV11 (colour control) can be varied
between 0 and + 1.25 volts.
(b)Check diodes D23, D24 and the com-
ponents associated with them.

lf the signal at TP1 1 is correct the oscil-
loscope should be connected to VT20 col.
lector; the voltage waveform should be as

shown in Figure24.

lf this waveform lacks amplitude then:-
(a)Check the voltages on VT20,
(b)Check transistor VT20,
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT20,

lf the signal at VT20 collector is correct
the oscilloscope should be connected to
VT21 collector.

The voltage waveform should be as shown
in Figure 25: if this signal lacks amplitude
then:-
(a) Check the voltages on VT21 ,
(b)Check transistor VT21.
(c)Check all components and connections
associated with VT21.

N.B. lf a fault develops in the delay line
circuit it could still function as P.A.L.'s.

Although the colours might be slightly de-
saturated, hanover blind effect would pre-
dominate.

Fig.23. Test Point 1 1

Fis-24. VT2O Collector

These combined symptoms indicate a fault
in this stage.

(a)Check transformer T13 (fitted in early
receivers only),
(b)Check the delay line (L32),
(c)Check the adjustment of RV12 and
L31. The procedure for doing.this is given
in the service manual.

SYMPTOM 3Lb) Multiple coloured horizontal stripes
across the picture, each approximately
0.25 inches wide.

This fault is due to the reference oscillator
being unlocked from the reference burst.
Probably caused by a faulty component or
maladjustment of 

'RVt0 
and/or L26. The

following procedure should lock in the
oscil lator: -

STEP 1 (a)Observe the picture and adjust RV10
for a stable coloured picture (i.e. to remove
coloured stripes).
(b)Connect Avo 8 on 25 volt range to TPs,
i.e. positive lead to TP5,
(c) Adjust L26for meter reading of 5 volts
DC.
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SYru'lFTCIMi N0. 3: - A good monochrome picttrre, htit

i#.': L?:l?,', :,.y ffi l,?,;::?J; il
and/on eppear as coloured striPes
across tl're Pict!.ire.

SYMPTOM 3(a) Bands of incorrect colours and/or sat-
uration across the screen, where the indi-
vidual bands coincide with changes of col-
ours down the extreme left hand edge of
the picture.

This effect is more apparent when observ-
ed on TEST-CARD "F" when the bands
of incorrect colours and saturation will
coincide with the coloured castellations
down the left hand edge of the test-card.

This is due to a maladjustment, or fault in
the burst-gating circuit allowing picture
information to pass to the reference gen-

erator.

To correct this proceed as follows:-

(a)Connect oscilloscope to TP3 where the
voltage waveform should be as shown in
Figure 26,
(b)Tune L28 to locate the reference burst
at the peak of the positive gatin{6 pulse,
(c) lf this coil fails to tune correctl$\check
L28 and C126.
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Fig.25. Vf21 Col-jector
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Fig.26. Test Point 3
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STEP 1



STEP 2

NOTE Readjust RV10 if necessary to
retain a stable coloured picture (i.e. with-
out coloured stripes).

(d)Break the circuit link which is adjacent
to TP6 and connect a + 4 volt bias supply
to TP6,
(e) Readjust RV10 for meter reading of
+ 5 volts at TP5,
(f ) Reconnect TP6 circuit link,
(g) Momentarily short decoder input to
chassis, i.e. at TP20. Colours should lock
in immediately; if not repeat the above ad-
justments.

lf it is impossible to correct the fault with
the above adjustments the oscillator stage
is faulty and its frequency is too far off to
be corrected by the A.P.C. circuit.
(a) Check transistor VT1 6,
(b)Check all voltages and components asso
ciated with the sub-carrier oscillator stage,
(c)Check the components associated with
the secondary circuit of transformer T9.

(d)Check the emitter, base and collector

1f voltages of VT22 and VT23 against those
:r readings given in Table 3.

(elCheck transistors Vf 22 and VT23 and
all other components and connections
associated with these transistors.
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SYMPTOM 3(c) All coloursotherthan bluesand yellows
incorrect. Hanover btind effect very prom-i
i nent.

' These symptoms indicate that the P.A.L.
bistable switch is not operating, causing
alternate lines in a single frame, and alter-
nate pairs of lines in a complete picture to
change colour.

This effect is'more apparent when observ-
ed on a standard colour bar transmission.
When viewed from 6-8 feet distance, the
pairs of different coloured lines will be
integrated by the eye to give the following
colour sensation:-

Colour-
Bar

Colour of alternate
pairs of lines

Colour sensation when
lines integrated

White

Yellow

Cyan

G reen

Magenta

Red

Blue

White

Yellow/Greenish Yellow

Cyan/Magenta

Green/Redish Orange

Magenta/Cyan

Red/Green

Blue/Blue Magenta

White

Greenish Yellow

Pale Blue

Gold

Mid Blue slightly Magenta

Muddy Brown

Blue tinged Magenta

STEP 1 (a)Check that the plug in socket SK8 is
making a good connection.
(b)Connect the oscilloscope to SK8 and
observe that the voltage waveform is as
shown in Figure 27. lf this pulse is missing
check connecting leads back to L.O.P.T.
(c)Connect oscilloscope to the collectors
of YT22 and VT23 where the waveforms
should be as shown in Figure 28. lf these
voltage waveforms are absent proceed as
follows:-

All voltages taken on AVOMETER Model 8 with
respect to chassis.

Normal signal input.
Saturation 6dB down on maximum.
Letters in brackets indicate AVO range, e.g.:-
(a) = 2.5V range
(b) = 10.0V range
(c) = 25.0V range

Supply voltage at PLSA is -20V, and at PLSB is
+15.3V. Both readings are taken on AVO 25V
range.

TABLE 3 DECODER
CONDITIONS

5)

Fig.27. Test Point 13.
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Fig.28. Vf22 and VT23 Collectors

STAGE COLLECTOR BASE EM ITTE R

vT12
VT13
vT14
VT15
VT16
vT17
VT18
VT19
VT2O
vr21
vT22
vT23

13.8V (c)

15.0V (c)

15.0V (c)

5.0V (c)

1 1.5V (c)

1 1.5V (c)

13.2V (c)

13.6V (c)

8.8V (b
12.2Y (c)

5.8V (b
5.8V (bl

0.68V (al

0.90V (al

0.06V (al

0.31V (al

4.75V (cl

3.38V (b
1.78V (al

4.05V (b
3.1 V (b
5.3 V (b
0.39V (cl

0.39V (cl

o
0.35V (a)

0.75V (a)

0.38V (a)

3.75V (c)

3.1 V (b)
1.81V (a)

5.2 V (b)
2.48V (b)
4.7 v (b)
0
0


